
Another approach to stabilize the correlations in a urban noisy environment is to 
cluster the waveforms (coda of correlations) and select a consistent cluster. 
Below (Figure 5) we perform a k-means clustering on the correlations.

Sedimentary basins have an important influence on the seismic hazard of 
many large cities. Recently, there is growing recognition that these hazards 
evolve with a changing subsurface structre and are sensitive to environmental 
changes.
Here, we study the Mexico City basin. Its fundamental resonance period has 
shifted in response to groundwater extraction and related subsidence during 
past decades [1]. Our aim is to develop continuous monitoring methods for the 
seismic velocity, and ultimately the resonance frequencies of the basin.
We rely on urban noise correlations, utilizing continuous seismic recordings 
from temporary and permanent, accelerometer and broadband seismic stations, 
to measure changes in seismic velocity.

● Good consistency between observatory instruments with correlation coefficients (CC) of dv/v timeseries > 0.7 for auto- and > 0.8 for mixed 
component-correlations, low consistency of RaspberryShake (CC ≅ 0.35)

● Cross-components (BHZ - BHN and HNZ - HNN) show larger velocity variations than auto-correlations (BHZ - BHZ, HNZ - HNZ, HNN - HNN)
● Time series of velocity changes are consistent in as to when and at what period chance occurs (e.g. 2017 Puebla earthquake). However, measurement signs and 

amplitudes are sensitive to the choice of components, frequency band and observation window in the coda
● Station TO.MULU (in the basin) shows a sustained velocity increase in the 1-2 Hz frequency band

The choice of reference in these long-term surveys requires attention. If the Earth 
is changing over the course of time, the waveforms exhibit a long-term decay in 
similarity. The aim of the inversion proposed by Brenguier et al, 2014 seek to dv/v 
measurement from a static reference. The inversion is laid out in a Monte-Carlo 
Bayesian framework in [4], which we test below.

Figure 4 belows aims to show how sensitive our measurements are with respect 
to the reference strategy at UNM, ZZ component, 1-2Hz.
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Outlook
Figure 1: Station map. Raspberry Shake citizen science stations RBA7A 
and R3957 are located nearby the permanent station G.UNM at UNAM, in 
the hill zone. Temporary station TO.MULU is located in the lake zone, and 
is expected to be exposed to strong basin amplification. Dashed yellow 
area is the area of strongest accumulated subsidence from [2].

The correlation traces below illustrate that seismic velocity changes are 
pronounced, such as after the 2017 Puebla earthquake. Waveforms change 
considerably, a challenge for reliable dv/v measurement. While certain parts of 
the coda are delayed, others appear to be advanced or simply cease to be 
coherent.

Faster or slower?

Figure 3 (left): Auto-correlation 
stacks of late 2015 - early 2020.￼ 
In 2017, the Puebla earthquake 
induces a strong change in the 
correlations, which leads to a 
partial loss of coherency.
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For the first stage of the project, we use data from the IRIS archive (see Figure 
1). After removing the instrumental response and clipping extreme amplitudes, 
we extract seismic single-station cross-correlation tensors for 3-component, 
and auto-correlations for single component stations in time windows of 20 
minutes (except for UNM where we use 1 hour windows). 

To allow for linear processing despite the variability and inhomogeneous 
spatial distribution of urban seismic noise sources, we perform a pure 
cross-correlation with seismograms minimally processed (extreme amplitudes 
are clipped). We then retain the correlation functions by only selecting  
correlations below a root-mean-square amplitude quartile threshold. We 
then stack linearly over 30 days.

We measure relative changes in seismic velocity with NoisePy [3] using the 
stretching method with respect to a reference stack. We also invert for the 
best-fitting  velocity change (dv/v) using Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling 
[4].

Recent unconventional instrumentation, such as RaspberryShake citizen 
science stations and MEMS, may hold potential for monitoring the evolution of 
seismic response and site effects at higher resolution. We compare 
measurements from a RaspberryShake sensor to a nearby broadband station.

Figure 2: Stretching dv/v with respect to 
reference. Comparison of temporary and 
permanent, broadband, accelerometer and 
geophone measurements. Frequency: 1-2 
Hz. Curves are offset by constant steps for 
visibility. Color coding: Stations (see Fig. 
1). Hue: CC of window and reference 
stack.  Top: ZZ-components. Center: ZN- 
components. Bottom left: Zoom on 
deployment duration of TO array.￼
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Figure 4: Comparison of reference-based, stack-to-stack incremental, and MCMC-inverted 
dv/v curves.
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(*) dv curves are offset for clarity

Figure 5 (right): Preliminary results 
of clustering normalized correlation 
waveforms are shown in Figure 4. 
Cultural rhythms are visible in the 
clustering, thus the separation of 
correlations by cluster may improve 
their useability for monitoring 
structural changes: Stay tuned for 
updates!
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